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ABSTRACT
Variability in the extent of fall season snow cover over the Eurasian sector has been linked in observations
to a teleconnection with the winter northern annular mode pattern. Here, the dynamics of this teleconnection
are investigated using a 100-member ensemble of transient integrations with the GFDL atmospheric general
circulation model (AM2). The model is perturbed with a simple persisted snow anomaly over Siberia and is
integrated from October through December. Strong surface cooling occurs above the anomalous Siberian
snow cover, which produces a tropospheric form stress anomaly associated with the vertical propagation of
wave activity. This wave activity response drives wave-mean flow interaction in the lower stratosphere and
subsequent downward propagation of a negative-phase northern annular mode response back into the troposphere. A wintertime coupled stratosphere–troposphere response to fall season snow forcing is also found
to occur even when the snow forcing itself does not persist into winter. Finally, the response to snow forcing is
compared in versions of the same model with and without a well-resolved stratosphere. The version with the
well-resolved stratosphere exhibits a faster and weaker response to snow forcing, and this difference is tied to
the unrealistic representation of the unforced lower-stratospheric circulation in that model.

1. Introduction
Snow cover is a highly variable land surface condition
that exerts a strong control on the heat and moisture
budget of the overlying atmosphere (Cohen and Rind
1991; Vavrus 2007). However, recent work has shown
that regional snow cover variability can also lead to remote and even hemispheric-scale circulation responses.
The most studied teleconnection is between variations
in fall season Siberian snow cover and lagged changes in
the winter northern annular mode (NAM; Thompson
and Wallace 2000) pattern (Cohen and Entekhabi 1999;
Gong et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 2007; Cohen and Fletcher
2007). For example, an early snowfall over Siberia leads
to a zonally asymmetric surface forcing that excites a
Rossby wave activity pulse (Cohen et al. 2007). The
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Rossby wave activity that is absorbed in the stratosphere weakens the polar vortex and warms the polar
stratosphere. This zonal circulation response, which
projects onto the negative phase of the NAM, propagates downward in the following weeks and sets up a
negative NAM anomaly in the troposphere (Baldwin
and Dunkerton 2001).
The observed tropospheric NAM signals associated
with October snow anomalies peak in January (Cohen
et al. 2007). This 3-month separation is associated with
significant seasonal predictability (Cohen and Fletcher
2007). However, because the lagged correlations between the two signals have a magnitude of about 0.5,
there has been some debate about the dynamical and
statistical robustness of the link (Limpasuvan et al. 2005;
Kushnir et al. 2006). It seems clear that once the stratosphere is in a strong anomalous NAM phase, Baldwin
and Dunkerton (2001)-type downward propagation of
the NAM signal into the troposphere will often occur.
This provides the potential for using stratospheric NAM
anomalies to be used as wintertime surface circulation
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predictors (Baldwin et al. 2003; Charlton et al. 2004;
Siegmund 2005). Our key interest is to characterize the
snow-forced teleconnection and to see if it is a reliable
precursor to the stratospheric NAM anomaly.
This work will present three principal results. First,
after describing our modeling approach (section 2),
we demonstrate that strong surface cooling associated
with anomalous Siberian snow cover can produce a
large-scale Rossby wave response that drives wavemean flow interaction in the lower stratosphere through
the generation of long baroclinic eddies and Eliassen–
Palm (EP) fluxes (section 3a). Second, we show that it is
possible to initiate a wintertime coupled stratosphere–
troposphere response to fall season snow forcing even
when the snow forcing itself does not persist through the
entire winter (section 3b). Third, we compare the response in a general circulation model (GCM) with a
well-resolved stratosphere (‘‘high-top GCM’’) to that in
a more standard GCM with poor stratospheric representation (‘‘low-top GCM’’). We find that the high-top
GCM has a faster and weaker response to snow forcing
than the low-top GCM, and that this difference is tied to
the unrealistic representation of the high-top model’s
lower-stratospheric circulation (section 4). We believe
that these findings present a significant advance in the
understanding of the transient dynamical response of
the coupled stratosphere–troposphere system to midlatitude surface forcing and provide increased potential
for seasonal climate forecasting in the extratropics.

2. Methods
a. Model description
We use the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) atmospheric GCM (AM2)/land GCM (LM2;
Anderson et al. 2004), which is the atmospheric component of the coupled ocean–atmosphere Climate Model
version 2.1 (CM2.1) described in Delworth et al. (2006)
and used for climate and seasonal prediction studies at
GFDL. The atmospheric model uses the finite-volume
dynamical core with terrain-following Lagrangian controlvolume discretization, as described in Lin (2004). The
model horizontal resolution is 28 latitude 3 2.58 longitude. The land surface component, LM2, is relatively
simple, but it is adequate for the prescribed snow perturbations we use for this study.
We are interested in how a GCM’s stratospheric
representation affects the response to surface forcing
(Kushner et al. 2007). The Fletcher et al. (2007) analysis
used the standard version of the GFDL AM2/LM2,
which has a relatively poorly resolved stratosphere. This
low-top version will be called AM2-LO. In this study,
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we also analyze an ensemble of integrations using a model
with improved stratospheric representation (‘‘AM2-HI’’).
AM2-LO is run with 24 vertical layers (4 layers above 100
hPa) and a model lid situated in the upper stratosphere at
3 hPa (;45 km). The top layer of the model is a sponge
layer, where Rayleigh friction damps anomalies in the
zonal mean zonal wind on a time scale of 40 days. The
Rayleigh drag scheme is numerically simple but physically inconsistent because it may introduce spurious
vertically coupled circulation responses (Shepherd et al.
1996; Shepherd and Shaw 2004)
AM2-HI is a nonchemistry version of the coupled
chemistry climate model employed in Austin and Wilson
(2006). It is run with 48 vertical layers (21 layers above
100 hPa) and a model lid height in the upper mesosphere
at 0.003 hPa (;100 km). In AM2-HI, the Rayleigh friction
sponge layer is replaced with the nonorographic gravity
wave drag (GWD) scheme described by Alexander and
Dunkerton (1999). Orographic gravity waves above
30 hPa are fluxed to space rather than being absorbed by
the zonal mean circulation. A comparison between the
responses to snow forcing in AM2-LO and AM2-HI is
provided in section 4a.

b. Snow perturbation method
Following Fletcher et al. (2007) we investigate the
transient atmospheric circulation response to a switchon snow perturbation during fall. The time of the transition to snow-covered conditions in the Siberian region
varies greatly from year to year (Robinson et al. 1993).
In a simple way our snow perturbation experiment
represents an early start to the snow season in this region. To obtain robust statistics we use a 100-member
ensemble of realizations started from independent initial conditions. Each ensemble member is initialized
from a 100-yr simulation of GFDL AM2/LM2 forced
with observed climatological sea surface temperatures
and sea ice and fixed atmospheric composition (hereafter ‘‘unforced control run’’).
Every 1 October of this 100-yr unforced control run,
we branch two additional simulations that run from
1 October to 31 December. In the first set of branch
simulations, we hold the snow mass field fixed throughout the run at its 1 October value at each land surface
point (hereafter LOW-SNOW). In the AM2-LO climatology (not shown) less than 10% of the land area of
Eurasia is snow covered on October 1 and the majority
of this area lies poleward of 608N.
The second set of branch simulations are the same,
except we add to the 1 October snow mass field a 100
kg m22 perturbation over the Siberia region 408–808N,
608–1408E (hereafter HIGH-SNOW, see Fig. 1a).
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FIG. 1. Time-averaged ensemble mean surface response to snow forcing for days 1–15 in (a)
net shortwave radiation (W m22), (b) net longwave radiation (W m22), (c) sensible plus latent
turbulent heat fluxes (W m22), and (d) surface temperature (K). Contour interval and shading
(a)–(c) is 15 W m22 and in (d) is 2 K, and negative contours are dashed. All contours shown are
statistically significant (see section 2b for details). Positive values (a)–(c) indicate upward
fluxes. Thick black line in (a) indicates the boundary of the snow perturbation.

Assuming a representative snow density of 250 kg m23
(Frei et al. 2003), the perturbation is equivalent to a
0.4-m-deep snow layer, which is characteristic of a
midwinter value. We have verified (not shown) that our
results are insensitive to varying this depth between 0.04
and 4 m. The spatial extent of snow cover is therefore
the dominant forcing parameter, which over the perturbation region is equivalent to the climatological
January extent in AM2-LO.
At each time step our snow perturbation is applied by
resetting the model-derived snow mass to our prescribed snow mass value (100 kg m22). Snow is allowed
to fall and accumulate at the surface as normal, and
melting of existing snow mass can occur, releasing latent
heat to the atmosphere and soil moisture to the land
model. Water and energy are therefore not conserved
during each realization. However, we have found (not

shown) that similar, albeit weaker, responses are obtained
if the snow perturbation is allowed to melt away, rather
than being held fixed, after it is prescribed on day 1.
Once switched on, the snow perturbation is held constant
throughout each branch run and the forcing comes from
the Siberia region alone. We will show in section 3 that
the impact of the snow perturbation on the atmosphere is
primarily due to the increased surface albedo associated
with the greater snow areal extent. We would therefore
expect a similar response if we altered the surface albedo
directly; however, in our model this procedure was more
computationally challenging than fixing the snow mass.
For a given field X we define the response to the snow
perturbation in a single realization as

DX 5 XHIGH

SNOW

 XLOW

SNOW :
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The statistical significance of the time-evolving response is assessed for each simulation day using the onesample Student’s t test (Wilks 2006)
t5

hDXi  m0
;
1=2
d
½VarhDXi

ð2Þ

where hDXi denotes the ensemble mean response, m0 is
d
is
the mean of the null hypothesis (H0), and VarhDXi
2
the variance of the sampling distribution (s ) divided by
n, where n 5 100 is the number of realizations. We find
that the individual ensemble realizations diverge from
each other as a monotonic function of time, so that
d
VarhDXi
is significantly larger on 31 December than on
1 October. However, this statistical test is appropriate if
we make the safe assumption that the ensemble of realizations, starting at 1-yr intervals from a long climatological SST integration, is independent and identically
distributed for each simulation day. The null hypothesis
(H0) is that there is no systematic response to snow
forcing; that is, we specify H0 such that hDXi 5 m0 5 0.
A significant response is found when t . tc, where tc is
the critical value of t for n 5 100 at a significance level of
0.05. This allows for a 5% chance of incorrectly rejecting
H0. For time-averaged quantities, the t test is computed
using the time-averaged fields.

3. Transient response to Siberian snow forcing
a. Phases of the transient response in AM2-LO
The dominant effect of the snow perturbation is to
increase the surface albedo over the perturbation region
from ;0.15 to ;0.65 (see Fletcher et al. 2007, their Fig.
1). We found (not shown) that effects such as longwave
insulation and soil moisture anomalies from melting
snow have a small impact on the seasonal time-scale
atmospheric response. This is in general agreement with
previous studies where GCMs were forced with snow
perturbations (Cohen and Rind 1991; Gong et al. 2003).
The atmospheric response to snow forcing is driven
by the increased albedo, which causes a strong radiative
cooling response at the surface. Figure 1 shows the ensemble mean response in the surface radiative and
turbulent fluxes during days 1–15 (1–15 October). We
have calculated the area-weighted average response for
each variable over the perturbation region (Fig. 1a).
The snow forcing increases net (upward minus downward) surface shortwave radiation (SW) by an average
of 36 W m22 in the snow-forcing region (Fig. 1a). Reduced SW absorption at the surface results in temperatures cooler by ;3 K (Fig. 1d) and a subsequent
reduction in emitted longwave radiation of 14 W m22
(Fig. 1b). Turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat from
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the surface to the atmosphere are reduced by 20 W m22
to partially balance the SW deficit (Fig. 1c).
Following the terminology employed by Limpasuvan
et al. (2004), the transient circulation response divides
naturally into the following three distinct phases: (a) an
onset phase (days 1–15), (b) a growth phase (days 16–65,
where day 65 coincides with the peak response in the
stratosphere; see below), and (c) a mature phase (days
66–92). During the onset phase, which is shown in the left
column of Fig. 2, we see a Hoskins and Karoly (1981)type baroclinic response to the Siberian region surface
cooling. This response consists of a surface high (seen in
the sea level pressure (SLP) response, with peak amplitude 12 hPa in Fig. 2a) situated below a free tropospheric
low (seen in the 500-hPa geopotential response Fig. 2b).
This regional response pattern is analogous to that of the
wintertime Siberian high, which is itself maintained by
snow-forced diabatic cooling (Panagiotopoulos et al.
2005). However, even in the onset phase, the response
shows significant remote responses across the hemisphere. This is emphasized in Fig. 2c, where we plot the
zonally asymmetric eddy component of the geopotential
response at 608N. A vertically propagating Rossby wave
signal develops with an equivalent barotropic high over
North America. The wave has zonal wavenumbers 1–2
and exhibits a characteristic westward phase tilt with
height, indicating positive meridional eddy heat fluxes
and upward propagation of Rossby wave activity (Holton
2004). In the growth phase, a pronounced teleconnected
response in surface circulation develops, with low pressure centers in the North Pacific and North Atlantic
(Fig. 2d). The North Pacific low in Fig. 2d extends upward and westward into the troposphere and stratosphere (Figs. 2e,f).
Our qualitative picture of the growth phase of the
transient response is divided into a local diabatically
forced component and a nonlocal Rossby wave dynamical component. Locally, the diabatic cooling from
the snow causes isentropic surfaces to dome up. This can
be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the potential temperature
in the LOW-SNOW runs (solid contours) and in the
HIGH-SNOW runs (dashed contours). The cooling is
surface trapped, and so the doming decreases with
height, leading to relatively thin (more stable) isentropic layers in the vicinity of the snow-cooled region. The
nonlocal response follows from classical potential vorticity conservation arguments (Holton 2004, his section
4.3), which suggest that eastward-traveling fluid columns will develop anticylonic relative vorticity upstream of the thickness anomaly and cyclonic relative
vorticity downstream of the thickness anomaly; this
leads to the characteristic upstream-high/downstreamlow response pattern in surface streamflow.
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FIG. 2. Time-averaged ensemble mean response to snow forcing for (a)–(c) onset phase: days 1–15, (d)–(f) growth phase:
days 16–65, and (g)–(i) mature phase: days 66–92. (a), (d), (g) Sea level pressure (DSLP), (b), (e), (h) geopotential height at 500
hPa (DZ500), and (c), (f), (i) eddy geopotential height at 608N (DZ*60N). Contour interval in (a), (d), (g) is 0.5 hPa and in (b),
(c), (e), (f), (h), (i) is 5 m, and negative contours are dashed. Shading indicates regions of statistical significance according to a
Student’s t test (see section 2b for details).

The mature phase involves significant zonal mean
and eddy components. It is characterized by an apparent negative NAM pattern (Baldwin and Dunkerton
2001) at the surface (Fig. 2g) and in the free troposphere (Fig. 2h), with an anticyclonic response over the
pole and a cyclonic response in the extratropics. The
wave field at 608N still shows strong baroclinicity (Fig.
2i), although the phase has shifted westward by 908
compared to the growth phase (Fig. 2f). These results
are in broad agreement with Gong et al. (2003), who
showed that fall season Siberian snow forcing resulted
in a significant negative NAM response at the surface
during winter.

The transient response to snow forcing demonstrates
that our regional snow forcing modifies the large-scale
NH circulation. From the growth to the mature phase,
the response develops a significant zonal component
resulting from eddy-mean flow interactions. The high
upstream and the low downstream of the elevated isentropic layers correspond to a positive form stress
h0 ð›p0 =›xÞ ; y 0 u0 . 0; where, assuming geostrophic
balance, h0 is the perturbation height of the isentropic
surface, u0 is the perturbation potential temperature,
and the overbar denotes a zonal mean (Vallis 2006, his
section 7.4). The meridional heat flux y 0 u0 . 0 corresponds,
under quasigeostrophic scaling, to an upward-propagating
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FIG. 3. Longitude–height section of potential temperature 458–
1608E at 608N for LOW-SNOW runs (solid contours) and HIGHSNOW runs (dashed contours). Contour interval is 5 K. Thick
black line denotes values missing resulting from high topography.

F4

EP flux (Andrews et al. 1987). Thus, the response to
surface cooling serves as an anomalous source of upward-propagating Rossby wave activity for the troposphere and stratosphere.
In this study, we define the EP flux vector F and,
hereafter, DF denotes the response in F, that is, the
ensemble mean F for the HIGH-SNOW runs minus the
ensemble mean F for the LOW-SNOW runs. In practice, we have found that DF is similar to the EP flux
calculated from the ensemble mean circulation response
fields. This implies that high-frequency synoptic-scale
variability, that is, the weather noise present in each
realization, does not produce a systematic response to
the diabatic forcing. This is consistent with Gong et al.
(2003) who showed that synoptic eddies are responsible
for only a small fraction of the total EP flux response to
snow forcing (see also Hardiman et al. 2008).
Figure 4 shows the zonal mean zonal wind response
 DF, and its divergence for the three phases of the
ðDUÞ;
response. These zonal mean transformed Eulerian
mean diagnostics (Andrews et al. 1987) are appropriate
because we are interested in the interaction of snowforced planetary waves with the mean flow. During the
onset phase, DU is strongest in the troposphere, with
increased eastward winds at 408N and decreased eastward winds over the polar cap (Fig. 4a). We interpret
this part of the response as that which projects onto the
zonal mean of the geopotential response seen in Fig. 2b;
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it appears to be directly tied to the local enhancement of
the lower-tropospheric baroclinicity by the snow perturbation. The significant DF signal is also located in the
lower troposphere and exhibits weak upward and equatorward wave propagation away from the snow perturbation region (Fig. 4b).
The response intensifies during the growth phase and
the waves propagate more poleward and penetrate into
the lower stratosphere, causing a significant deceleration of the polar night jet (Figs. 4c,d). We also note a
significant positive wind response in the subtropical
stratosphere that is associated with an area of weak EP
flux divergence. Convergence in DF occurs above 100
hPa and poleward of 408N as the waves deposit their
westward momentum, inducing a torque that decelerates
the winds. The largest contribution to DF comes from
zonal wavenumbers 1–3 (analysis not shown), demonstrating that the regional forcing can generate a planetaryscale response that penetrates into the stratosphere.
The mature phase is marked by a negative tropospheric NAM response in the winds (Fig. 4e), the sea
level pressure (Fig. 2g), and the wave activity fluxes
(Fig. 4f; cf. Fig. 6b of Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000).
We note the reflection of the wave activity pulse response back into the polar troposphere, the dipolar response of the winds, and the negative polar SLP
response. Thus, we see over time the transition of the
response from a thermally direct response in the onset
phase to a dynamical annular mode response involving
strong eddy forcing (Peng et al. 2003; Deser et al. 2007).
We examine the day-to-day evolution of the annular
mode–type response by using the geopotential height
averaged over the polar cap poleward of 608N (ZPC).
The n 5 100 ensemble mean response of ZPC to the
snow forcing (DZPC) is shown in Fig. 5 and is similar
when plotted for randomly sampled n 5 50 subsets (not
shown). During the onset phase, the most significant
response is a tropospheric low centered at 400 hPa. The
low persists through the growth phase until day 50 when
the tropospheric response changes to a weak high, indicating anticyclonic circulation over the polar cap. The
weak tropospheric high appears to lag behind a highly
significant positive DZPC response in the lower stratosphere that begins during the growth phase around day
25. Positive DZPC signifies a warming of the polar
stratosphere, which coincides with the intensification in
DF (Fig. 4d), indicating a wave-driven disturbance to
the polar vortex. In agreement with previous observational studies (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Polvani
and Waugh 2004; Cohen et al. 2007), this stratospheric
circulation response progresses downward into the troposphere and a weaker like-signed anomaly reaches the
surface, associated with a response in the zonal mean
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 and (b), (d), (f) EP flux vectors ðDFÞ and EP flux
FIG. 4. As Fig. 2 except for (a), (c), (e) zonal mean zonal wind ðDUÞ;
divergence Ddiv F. Contour interval (a), (c), (e) is 0.2 m s21 and (b), (d), (f) is 0.2 m s21 day21 below 100 hPa and 0.1 m s21
day21 above 100 hPa. Longest meridional vector is 5 3 106 kg s22 below 100 hPa and 2 3 105 kg s22 above 100 hPa. Longest
vertical vector is 3.5 3 104 kg s22 below 100 hPa and 4 3 103 kg s22 above 100 hPa.

geopotential that projects onto the negative NAM
pattern (Fig. 5b).
In Fletcher et al. (2007), we found that those realizations for which the polar vortex was initially weak

prior to the imposition of the snow perturbation displayed a significantly stronger positive anomaly in
the troposphere. We will return to this point in section 4a.

FIG. 5. (a) Time–pressure cross section of the ensemble mean ZPC response (DZ_PC). Contour interval is 5 m and negative
contours are dashed. Shading as in Fig. 2. (b) The zonal mean geopotential height response (DZ) time averaged between days
15 and 92.Contours as in (a), and shading as in Fig. 2.
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b. Sensitivity to the perturbation

F6

Our experimental design is intended to represent, in a
simple way, the impact on the atmosphere of a persistent snow extent anomaly over Siberia. We now test the
response’s sensitivity to the timing and persistence of
the snow perturbation. We first test the sensitivity of the
response to the timing of the snow perturbation by
varying the snow switch-on date. In our original simulations (section 2b) the switch-on occurred on 1 October
(hereafter OCT runs). In a second ensemble of simulations initialized from the same set of 100 independent
initial conditions, we switch on the snow forcing
1 month later, on 1 November (hereafter NOV runs).
Between 1 October and 1 November the HIGH-SNOW
and LOW-SNOW branches in NOV are identical, with
the snow mass fixed in both sets of simulations at its
1 October value.1
Figure 6 shows various aspects of the response to the
snow perturbation for the OCT (plotted with a solid
curve) and the NOV (plotted with a dotted curve) cases,
as a function of the time from switch-on of the forcing.
(We will discuss the quantities represented by the dashed
curve below.) The surface cooling over Siberia in NOV
during days 1–30 is weaker than in OCT by around 1.5 K
(Fig. 6a), which is caused directly by the seasonal cycle
of insolation: less SW is available in November than in
October, so the effect of increased surface albedo is reduced. However, the temperature responses converge
after day 30 as the difference in available insolation between the OCT and NOV integrations is reduced.
To assess the sensitivity in the planetary wave response to the timing of the snow perturbation, in Fig. 6b
we show the cumulative response
in

 daily zonal mean
eddy meridional heat flux SDy9T 0 ; which is roughly
proportional to the vertical component of F (Andrews
et al. 1987). The cumulative Dy9T 0 is relevant here because it has been shown that the zonal mean circulation
responds to a buildup in F, rather than to the instantaneous wave driving (Newman et al. 2001; Polvani and
Waugh 2004). Consistent with the reduced surface
cooling, the peak SDy9T 0 in NOV is weaker than in
OCT, reaching around half the amplitude before decaying after 50 days. Interestingly, however, the cumulative absorption of wave activity by the polar stratosphere
1
From observations of snow cover extent (e.g., Robinson et al.
1993), October and November appear to be the only 2 months
when Siberian snow forcing could lead to significant interannual
variations of the boreal winter NAM. September is a relatively
warm month with little snow and December is cold with almost
complete snow coverage and with relatively little insolation. We
therefore would expect little interannual variability in snow extent
and snow-forced diabatic cooling in these months.

FIG. 6. The time evolution of the ensemble mean response following the switch-on of the snow perturbation in the OCT runs
(solid lines), NOV runs (dotted lines), and OCT2 runs (dashed
lines). (a) Area-average surface temperature response over Siberia
(DT_SURF), (b) cumulative meridional heat flux response


SDy9T 0 at 100 hPa averaged between 408 and 808N, (c) cumulative EP flux divergence response ðSDdivFÞ at 50 hPa averaged
over the polar cap (poleward of 608N), (d) geopotential height at
50 hPa area averaged over the polar cap (DZ50), and (e) geopotential height at 925 hPa area averaged over the polar cap
(DZ925). Units are (a) K, (b) m K s21, (c) m3 s21 kg21 3 105, and
(d), (e) m. Abscissa shows the number of days after the snow
perturbation switch-on date and not calendar day.
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4, except for the AM2-HI model and time averaging periods (a), (b) days 1–15, (c), (d) days 16–23, and (e), (f)
days 24–50.

(SDdiv F, Fig. 6c) evolves similarly in OCT and NOV.
This suggests that the available wave activity is absorbed more efficiently by the stratosphere in November than in October, perhaps because the stronger
westerly jet in November provides a more efficient
guide for the upward-propagating wave activity (see
also Fig. 11). The similarity in the absorption of wave
activity results in a circulation response in the polar
stratosphere in NOV that is comparable to OCT (Fig.
6d). In the lower troposphere the high polar cap geopotential response in NOV achieves a similar peak
amplitude to OCT, however, it becomes positive after
just 25 days in NOV compared to 55 days in OCT (Fig.
6e). The positive geopotential response in NOV occurs
;10 days after the peak in SDy9T9; indicating a more
rapid progression of the response from the stratosphere
into the troposphere than in OCT.
We next test the sensitivity of the response to the
persistence of the snow perturbation by varying the duration of the forcing. In particular, we carry out a third
ensemble of simulations (hereafter OCT2 runs) in which
the snow perturbation is switched off on 1 November,
1 month after switch-on. That is, on 1 November each
realization has its snow mass over Siberia returned from

the perturbed value to its 1 October value. This experiment is intended to represent the impact of a large fall
season snowfall event that does not persist into winter.
The dashed curves in Fig. 6 show the results from the
OCT2 runs, which diverge from the OCT runs after the
snow switch-off date (day 32). Following the switch-off,
the surface temperature response quickly reduces to
almost zero (Fig. 6a). Around 5–10 days later, the cumulative wave activity response in OCT2 flattens
out, but absorption of wave activity continues in the
polar stratosphere, albeit at a reduced rate (Figs. 6b,c).
Switching off the snow perturbation after 1 month has
little impact on the circulation response (Figs. 6d,e),
which demonstrates the potential for a time-lagged circulation response to snowfall anomalies more like that
seen in observations (Cohen et al. 2007). Analysis of the
sensitivity to the duration and timing of the forcing using simpler dynamical models is ongoing.

4. Impact of stratospheric representation
a. Response to snow forcing
The robustness of the response to changes in the
timing and duration of the snow forcing shows how the
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FIG. 8. (a) and (b) Same as Figs. 2g,h, except for the AM2-HI
model.

relatively long time scale in the stratosphere might provide memory to the climate system: once the stratospheric mean flow is perturbed by a wave driving event
the response can persist even if the snow and wave
driving do not. Given the important role for the stratosphere emphasized in previous work on the topic, we
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next examine the sensitivity of the response to stratospheric representation by repeating the snow-forcing
GCM ensemble with the AM2-HI model described in
section 2a. In particular, we have branched 100 pairs of
HIGH-SNOW and LOW-SNOW runs from a 100-yr
control integration performed with AM2-HI. As we
demonstrate, the high-top/low-top comparison sheds
light on which aspects are sensitive to stratospheric representation.
Although the tropospheric onset phase of the response to snow forcing is similar in AM2-LO and AM2HI, there is a striking acceleration and weakening of the
part of the response involving wave-mean flow interactions in AM2-HI. While in AM2-LO the growth and
mature phase of the response, seen in Fig. 4, persists for
up to 12 weeks, the corresponding phases persist for
only about 4 weeks in AM2-HI. This is shown in Fig. 7,
which plots the zonal wind and wave driving response
for the AM2-HI model. In addition to the reduced duration of the growth and mature phases, another notable
difference is that the response in the polar stratospheric
winds is less persistent in AM2-HI than in AM2-LO. By
days 24–50 the polar night jet in AM2-HI has relaxed
back to its climatological value, while the dipole response in the lower-tropospheric winds that projects
onto a negative NAM pattern remains in place (Fig. 7e).
Therefore, while the response pattern in the lower troposphere is similar between AM2-LO and AM2-HI, the
major difference is that in AM2-HI the stratospheric
part persists for roughly one-third as long. Finally, in
Fig. 8 we show the equivalent to Fig. 2 but for AM2-HI
during the mature stage only. This reinforces the point
that the tropospheric response in AM2-HI closely resembles that in AM2-LO in SLP and geopotential
height but this pattern does not persist beyond day 50.
In Fig. 9, which shows the day-to-day evolution of
DZPC in AM2-HI for days 1–50 and should be compared
to Fig. 5, we see a response that is similar at the onset but
diverges after day 15. The stratospheric response is again
a warming, but a relatively weak one whose downward
propagation occurs relatively quickly but barely penetrates into the troposphere. After about day 45 no further
systematic response is seen in either the troposphere or
stratosphere, as measured by our significance tests.
In Fletcher et al. (2007) we have shown that the strength
of the stratosphere–troposphere response to snow is
strongly controlled by the initial state of the stratosphere
in the AM2-LO model. We carry out a similar analysis
here with the high-top and low-top models. In particular,
we compare the response for those realizations with
axpolar vortex that is initially weak (ZPC(10hPa) . 0 for
the week prior to the perturbation) to those with a polar
vortex that is initially strong (ZPC(10hPa) , 0 for the
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 5, except for the AM2-HI model, (a) shows days 1–45 only and (b) shows
time average for days 10–30.

F10

week prior). We show the ensemble mean DZPC separately for the weak and strong initial polar vortex cases
and for the AM2-HI and AM2-LO models in Fig. 10. In
both AM2-LO and AM2-HI the tropospheric response

becomes more positive after 2 weeks in the weak vortex
cases; and the tropospheric response remains more
negative for longer in the strong vortex cases. These
results, which are consistent with Fletcher et al. (2007),

FIG. 10. (a), (b) Same as Fig. 5a, and (c) and (d) same as Fig. 9a except composited for cases with (a), (c) an initially weak or (b),
(d) an initially strong polar vortex in the week prior to imposing the snow perturbation.
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FIG. 11. Seasonal cycle of daily climatological zonal mean zonal wind at 608N, 100 hPa ðUÞ;
in m s21 from ERA-40 (black solid line), AM2-LO (thicker gray line), AM2-HI (dotted line),
and AM2-LO-GWD (dashed line). Thick vertical line indicates the start of the snow-forcing
period (1 October), which ends on 31 December.

show that the control of the response by the stratospheric state is robust to changes in stratospheric representation. However, the AM2-HI response is clearly
less persistent and weaker overall.

b. Causes of intermodel differences
We next propose two explanations for why the response to snow forcing in AM2-HI is weaker and less
persistent than in AM2-LO. First, Sigmond et al. (2008)
and others have argued that the lower stratosphere is a
particularly important region for controlling the amplitude and direction of the propagation of planetary
waves from the troposphere into the stratosphere. Because our snow forcing has a lower-tropospheric origin,
it is critical that the lower-stratospheric circulation is
accurately simulated in order to obtain a realistic response.
Compared to 40-yr European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis
(ERA-40) data (Uppala et al. 2005), Fig. 11 shows that
AM2-LO is more realistic than AM2-HI in representing
the seasonal cycle of lower-stratospheric zonal winds
during the snow-forcing period. The winds in AM2-HI
are much too weak, which through the Charney–Drazin
criterion (Charney and Drazin 1961) reduces the possibility for planetary waves to propagate into the
stratosphere. A complete explanation of the differences

between AM2-HI and AM2-LO is beyond the scope of
this study. However, we have found that the differences
cannot be accounted for simply by the change in upperlevel dissipation described in section 2a. To demonstrate this, Fig. 11 also shows the winds from an unforced control run of AM2-LO-GWD, which consists of
AM2-LO with the Rayleigh drag scheme replaced by
the Alexander–Dunkerton (Alexander and Dunkerton
1999) nonorographic GWD scheme with the settings of
AM2-HI. The presence of the nonorographic GWD
scheme has little impact on the winds in this region.
However, we do find (not shown) substantial differences between AM2-LO and AM2-LO-GWD in the
circulation outside of the polar regions. We therefore
determine that a combination of the vertical resolution
and the different treatment of unresolved waves is the
cause of the differences in the winds and planetary
waves between AM2-LO and AM2-HI.
Second, recent work has shown that time scales of
variability in the stratosphere exert a strong control on
stratosphere–troposphere coupling (Norton 2003; Baldwin
et al. 2003) and on forcing/response simulations (Gerber
et al. 2008; Ring and Plumb 2007). We here find evidence for a similar type of control. In Fig. 12, we plot the
decorrelation time scale statistic (t) for 1 October–31
December daily polar cap mean geopotential heights
for the ERA-40 and for the unforced control runs of our
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we cannot fully explain and are the subject of ongoing
investigation.
Our overall conclusion is, based on the unforced climatologies in the critical lower-stratospheric region,
that the AM2-LO model has a more realistic circulation
than AM2-HI and is therefore more appropriate for the
snow-forcing experiments. We have carried out an additional ensemble of snow-forcing integrations with AM2LO GWD to further test this hypothesis. The amplitude
and timing of the response to snow forcing in AM2-LO
GWD is similar to that of AM2-LO (not shown). Further
work with a suite of additional models will help elucidate
this issue.

5. Conclusions

FIG. 12. The decorrelation time scale statistic (t) in days at each
pressure level for 1 October–31 December daily polar cap–
averaged geopotential height. Line definitions and styles are as in
Fig. 11.

AM2 simulations. Following Gerber et al. (2008), the t
statistic is extracted from a linear least squares fit of log
[ZPC(t)] to time at each pressure level. In the reanalysis,
t increases from about 5–6 days in the troposphere to
about 17–20 days in the stratosphere. AM2-LO and
AM2-LO-GWD are somewhat more persistent in the
troposphere but generally exhibit similar behavior;
however, t in the AM2-HI stratosphere is about half of
that in AM2-LO, AM2-LO GWD, and reanalysis data.
Thus, circulation anomalies in AM2-HI are damped on
an unrealistically fast time scale compared to the two
low-top GCMs.
There are certain aspects of the high-top/low-top
comparison that are more ambiguous, particularly in the
region above the lower stratosphere (above 50 hPa). In
this region the winds in AM2-LO are significantly
stronger than the reanalysis data, while the winds in
AM2-HI are weaker than the reanalysis data. However,
AM2-LO cannot be expected to properly resolve this
part of the circulation because it has very coarse vertical
resolution above 50 hPa, and its circulation anomalies
are damped artificially by the Rayleigh drag sponge
layer. The weak winds in AM2-HI are partially
explained through stronger climatological planetary
wave activity (relative to AM2-LO), however, other
factors probably also play a role because the wave activity in AM2-HI is actually weaker than in reanalysis
data. Therefore, certain aspects of the AM2-HI model

This study in several ways extends the Gong et al.
(2003) analysis, which examines the response to Siberian snow perturbations in a 20-member ensemble using
the (low top) ECHAM3 model. First, we here use a
simpler snow-forcing perturbation that we hope will be
easy to reproduce in other models, thus allowing for
clean intercomparisons for this important seasonal
prediction problem. Second, we have greatly increased
the number of realizations, because we found that the
ensemble mean response did not converge with fewer
than 50 realizations. Having the full set of 100 realizations on hand allowed us to try to explain the spread in
the response (see Fletcher et al. 2007; Fig. 10 in this
paper); this has lead to new insights on stratospheric
control of the response to snow forcing. Third, we have
compared two versions of the relatively new GFDL
AM2 model with and without a well-resolved stratosphere. We have carried out extensive robustness tests
to the timing of the forcing, to stratospheric representation, and to upper-layer dissipation. While our basic
results are consistent with those of Gong et al. (2003)
our main contribution has been to provide more insight
into the dynamical aspects of the response.
We summarize our main conclusions as follows:
d

d

Fall season snow perturbations in the Eurasian sector
can give rise to a robust teleconnected response in the
stratosphere and troposphere. The response in the
growth phase is related to a tropospheric form stress
anomaly associated with vertical propagation of wave
activity. The surface forcing is capable of generating
significant negative NAM anomalies in the stratosphere
that can subsequently propagate downward; that
is, snow forcing can lead to Baldwin and Dunkerton
(2001)-type events in the stratosphere–troposphere
system.
The timing and amplitude of the response represented in AM2-LO is robust to changes in the onset
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time of the perturbation. Thus, although this study was
motivated by the October snow-forcing problem, the
basic mechanism is also observed with a November
snow forcing and is also not tied to persistence of the
snow perturbation.
The persistence and amplitude of the stratosphere–
troposphere response, particularly in the mature phase,
is highly sensitive to stratospheric representation.

Our results leave important questions unanswered.
The first concerns the realism of the snow–atmosphere
coupling represented in the GCM. We have shown that
the persistence and amplitude of the response to
the snow forcing can be controlled by model details.
Howerver, even robust aspects of the simulated response do not always correspond to observed circulation anomalies associated with October snow forcing.
For example, the polar tropospheric low seen in the
onset and growth phase of the response is not seen in
observations (e.g., Cohen et al. 2007), and we have no
simple explanation for this.
More generally, we know that this GCM, as is the case
for many other GCMs, is incapable of spontaneously
simulating observed snow variability (Frei et al. 1999,
2003). We have investigated snow–atmosphere coupling
in a variety of GCMs and find that the snow-forced
stratosphere–troposphere coupling events documented
in Cohen et al. 2007 are poorly simulated in control
simulations of many models (Hardiman et al. 2008). The
cause of this lack of realism is unclear, but this, in fact, is
why we in this study must stimulate such events by imposing large-scale snow anomalies in models.
Second, there is the question of the role of the stratosphere and of stratospheric representation in controlling
the response to snow and other types of tropospheric
forcing. Many hypotheses have been put forward on
stratospheric control (see, e.g., Perlwitz and Harnik 2003;
Norton 2003; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Gerber et al. 2008;
Ring and Plumb 2007). We have argued that the key
controls are the strength of the lower-stratospheric zonal
wind and the time scale of damping of stratospheric
anomalies, but this claim has still to be investigated in
detail and tested against the alternate hypothesis that
the parameterization of unresolved waves is responsible
for altering the response to the tropospheric snowforced wave activity pulse. To obtain clear results, testing along the lines of the strategy outlined in Sigmond
et al. (2008) and with simplified models will probably be
required.
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